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His view of human nature is that of Descartes. Shakespeare's, on the
other hand, is that of Hume, Comte, and Schopenhauer. He represents
reason as having no determining power apart from emotion. With
Shakespeare's characters, abstract considerations, when they are put
forth as grounds of action, are pretexts rather than real motives. Such
considerations, for example, do not fail to present themselves to those
who meditate a wrong; but they never prevent the wrong from being
done, if it is in accordance with the inner springs of the individual
character. Character is represented as unalterable, and inherited nature
as stronger than education or social surroundings. Free-will is in no
way recognised; every action has its natural cause. As for our making
a choice not in accordance with natural determining causes, " we have
power in ourselves to do it, but it is a power that we have no power to
do " (Ooriolannt, Act ii. So. 8). Shakespeare's men have a strong sense
of justice—a profound feeling that there is a moral order—but his good
characters do not act well from an intellectual conviction as to what is
their duty, in opposition to inclination, but because their natural
inclinations are towards good. His good women are not " moral in the
strict Tfnnfnn.n sense," but only "innocent". Neglect to observe this,
the author thinks, is at the bottom of much misapprehension of the
Shakespearean drama in Germany. Schiller's plays, and his esthetic
theory, and Kant's doctrine of tragedy, are really in relation with
Comeille, not with Shakespeare. German criticism, connecting itself
with Kant and Schiller, has held that internal conflict is of the essence
of tragedy, and has sought to apply this view universally. In Shakes-
peare, however, this land of conflict has not the central significance
assigned to it It does not always exist; and when it exists it is latent
and emotional, not conscious and intellectual. The casuistry that
balances motives and rival duties (das tich in Kunfiikte Hincingriibelri),
which has such a prominent place m the French classical drama, par-
ticularly in Corneille, is absent from Shakespeare. At any rate, when
it appears to be present, we are made to see that it is (as has been said)
either mere pretext urged to impress others, or that it is nothing but
reflective reason, powerless to create or to resist a single impulse, or
reason playing the part of advocate for passion.

Zur Natur der Bewegungen. Von Dr. PhiL SUSANNA RUBINSTEIN. Leipzig:
A. Edelmann, 1890. Pp. 64.

A study of " movements," ranging from the phvsiology and psycho-
logy of the senses, reflex action and instinct, to the expression of the
emotions and the physical and mental marks of temperament The
information is derived from varied sources, and the author's psycho-
logical talent is displayed in not infrequent original observations.

Metaphytik. Eine wissenschaftliche BegrUndung der Ontologie des

C'tiven Christentnins. Von THBODOB WEBER. Zweiter Band:
antithetischen Weltfaktoren nnd die spekulative Theologie.

Gotha: F. A. Perthes, 1891. Pp. viiL, 087.
Completion of a work the first part of which was noted in MIXD xiv.

802. The author's object is to put the "ontology of positive Christianity"
in such a position that it will be sheltered from the attacks of the
" anti-Christian science of the present and perhaps still more of the
future ". In his view, " only tiurtt essentially or qualitatively different
creatures are possible, antithetic spirit, antithetic nature, and synthetic
man, which together constitute the visible and invisible universe". By
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